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A few numbers to keep in mind
• M⊙ = 1.99x1030 kg
• L⊙ = 3.828x1026 W = 2.39x1013 MeV/s (no n)
• 1 kpc = 3.086x1019 m
• H0 = 100 x h km/s/Mpc with h ~ 0.7
• mp = 1.6726x10-24 g = 938.27 MeV/c2

• MPl = 1.22x1019 GeV/c2

• ℏc = 197.327 x 10-13 MeV cm
• 1 GeV-1 = 0.197x10-13 cm
• 1 GeV-1 = 6.58x10-25 s
• rc = 2.775 h2 1011 M⊙/Mpc3 = 1.054 h2 10-5 GeV/c2/cm3

= 5 mp/m3 ~ 10-26 kg/m3
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Introduction

• Modern cosmology includes a non-baryonic
matter component

• This component accounts for ~26% of the
critical energy density in the universe and 84%
of the total matter density

• This dark matter component is mainly
observed by its gravitationally effects on
structures in the universe
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Challenges for direct search

• Lack of knowledge of kind of particle we are 
hunting

• Lack of knowledge of interaction process

• Space of parameter is huge
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An analogy: 
solar neutrinos in the late 1990s and today
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analysis of the theoretical and experimental uncertainties ba-
sically follows the approach developed in !42", with the nec-
essary updates to take into account the BP98 SSM predic-
tions and the energy spectrum information. Technical details
about error estimates are given in the Appendix.
We conclude this section by comparing the standard #no

oscillation$ predictions with the experimental data for the Cl,
Ga, and SK total rates. Figure 1 shows the 99% C.L. error
ellipses for data and expectations in the planes charted by the
#Cl, Ga$, #SK, Ga$, and #SK, Cl$ total rates. The distance
between observations and standard predictions makes the so-
lar neutrino problem#s$ evident. At present, such information
is the main evidence for solar neutrino physics beyond the
standard electroweak model; however, since the theoretical
errors are dominant—as far as total rates are concerned—no
substantial improvements can be expected by a reduction of
the experimental errors. Conversely, decisive information is
expected from the SK spectrum and day-night asymmetry,
but no convincing deviation has emerged from such data yet.
Therefore, it is not surprising that, in oscillation fits, the total
rates mainly determine allowed regions, while the SK spec-
trum and day-night asymmetry determine excluded regions.

III. TWO-FLAVOR MSW OSCILLATIONS

Figure 2 shows the results of our 2% MSW analysis of the
data discussed in the previous section, shown as confidence
level contours in the (&m2,sin22'/cos 2') plane. The choice

of the variable sin22'/cos 2', rather than the usual sin22',
allows an expanded view of the large mixing region. In each
of the six panels, we determine the absolute minimum of the
(2 and then plot the iso-(2 contours at (2!(min

2 "4.61, 5.99,
and 9.21, corresponding to 90%, 95%, and 99% C.L. for two
degrees of freedom #the oscillation parameters$. In fits in-
cluding the total rates, there is a global (2 minimum and two
local mimima; such minima, and the surrounding favored
regions, are usually indicated as MSW solutions at small
mixing angle #SMA$, large mixing angle #LMA$, and low
&m2 #LOW$. Additional information on such solutions is re-
ported in Table II.
Concerning the statistical interpretation of the (2 values, a

remark is in order. One can attach confidence levels to (2

values in two different ways, depending on the choice be-

FIG. 1. The solar neutrino deficit, shown as a discrepancy be-
tween data and expectations in the gallium #Ga$, chlorine #Cl$, and
Super-Kamiokande total event rates. In each plane, the error el-
lipses represent 99% C.L. contours for two degrees of freedom #i.e.,
)(2"9.21). The projection of an ellipse onto one of the axis gives
approximately the #3* range for the corresponding rate. Data and
expectations refer to Table I. The correlation of SSM errors is cal-
culated as in the Appendix.

FIG. 2. Two-generation MSW solutions to the solar neutrino
problem. The upper four panels correspond to the following sepa-
rate fits to data subsets: total rates #Cl$Ga$K$SK$, Super-
Kamiokande night-day asymmetry N!D/N$D , Super-
Kamiokande electron energy spectrum with standard hep neutrino
flux, and Super-Kamiokande spectrum with enhanced (20%) hep
neutrino flux. The two lower panels show the results of global fits to
all data. The thin solid, thick solid, and dashed curves correspond to
(2!(min

2 "4.61, 5.99, and 9.21. The positions of the local (2

minima in fits including the total rates are indicated by dots. See
also Table II.
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SuperKamiokande in data taking since 1996

SNO from 1999 to 2006, not in this analysis

such ordering, we also find a preference at 90% C.L. for θ23
in the lower octant (with respect to the secondary best fit in
the upper octant) and for δ ≃ 1.24π (with respect to the
CP-conserving value δ ¼ π). Conversely, maximal θ23
mixing is disfavored at ∼1.8σ and the range δ ∈
½0; 0.77π# is disfavored at > 3σ in NO.

D. Results on selected pairs of oscillation variables

By studying selected pairs of variables we can gain
further insights about current unknowns (the mass ordering,
the octant of θ23 and the CP phase δ), and appreciate

their interplay with known features of 3ν oscillations.
We discuss the pairs ðsin2 θ12; δm2Þ, ðsin2 θ23; sin2 θ13Þ,
ðsin2 θ23; jΔm2jÞ, ðsin2 θ23; δÞ, as well as pairs of total νe
and ν̄e events (bi-event plots) as observed in the appearance
channel by T2K and NOvA.
Figure 4 shows the regions separately allowed by solar

and KamLAND neutrino data in the plane charted by
ðsin2 θ12; δm2Þ, assuming fixed sin2 θ13 ¼ 0.02 and NO.
The two regions were somewhat displaced in the past,
leading to a<2σ tension between the best-fit δm2 values [3]
(see, e.g., the analogous Fig. 4 in [38]). The current regions
in Fig. 4 appear to be in very good agreement, largely as a
result of a slightly smaller day-night asymmetry in SK-IV
2970-day solar data, shifting the solar δm2 best fit upwards
and closer to the KamLAND one [31]. We find that this
shift does not alter the combined solar and KamLAND
constraints on θ13, namely, sin2 θ13 ≃ 0.014& 0.015
(see, e.g., Fig. 5 in [38]). Results for IO (not shown)
would be almost identical for all parameters ðδm2; sin2 θ12;
sin2 θ13Þ. In conclusion, solar and KamLAND data are not
only in very good agreement about the ðν1; ν2Þ oscillation
parameters ðδm2; sin2 θ12Þ, but are also consistent with the
measurement sin2 θ13 ≃ 0.02 at SBL reactors.
Figure 5 shows the covariance of the pair ðsin2 θ23;

sin2 θ13Þ for increasingly rich datasets, in both NO (top) and
IO (bottom), with the corresponding χ2 functions separately
minimized for each mass ordering. The θ23 octant ambi-
guity leads to two quasi-degenerate solutions at 1σ, that
generally merge at ∼2σ. The leading appearance amplitude
in LBL accelerators, scaling as sin2 θ23 sin2 θ13, induces an
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FIG. 4. Regions separately allowed by solar and KamLAND
data in the plane ðsin2 θ12; δm2Þ for sin2 θ13 ¼ 0.02 and NO. (The
case of IO, not shown, would be almost identical). The solar ν fit
includes SK-IV 2970-day data [31].
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FIG. 5. Regions allowed in the plane ðsin2 θ23; sin2 θ13Þ for increasingly rich datasets: Solar þ KamLANDþ LBL accelerator data
(left panels), plus SBL reactor data (middle panels), plus atmospheric data (right panels). Top and bottom panels refer, respectively, to
NO and IO as taken separately (i.e., without any relative Δχ2 offset). The error bars in the middle panels show the &2σ range for θ13
arising from SBL reactor data only.
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General considerations on DM
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Measurements to support evidence of  
DM in the universe

• Mass-to-Light ratio in galaxies and clusters of 
galaxies
– Wm = rm / rc = (rL / rc )x(M/L)

– Ω! = "!
""

#
#⨀

$⨀
$

• Temperature anisotropies in the CMB

• Gravitational lensing
8



Galaxy rotation curve and DM: 
NGC 3198 as a case study
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NGC3198

rotation curve

Rdisk = 2.68 kpc
LV / L⊙ = (7.0±0.7)×109

Distance = 9.2 Mpc = 30x106 ly



Rotation curve: what do you expect?
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A flat curve implies M(r) = k r
r(r)~ 1/r2 for a spherically symmetric halo about the center of galaxy

Extension of central mass 
is r0
How does v changes inside and
outside the central mass?

𝑣 𝑟 =
4𝜋𝐺
𝑟

'
!

"
𝑑𝑥 𝜌 𝑥 𝑥#



Build up a simple model
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𝜌 𝑟 = +(-)

/0 !
"
# = 1 + 1$

2

3 +(1$)

/0 !
"
#

with g ~ 2 and R0 ~ 8 kpc

𝑣 𝑟 =
4𝜋𝐺
𝑟

'
!

"
𝑑𝑥 𝜌 𝑥 𝑥#



Exploit the model
• Use exponential surface brigthness distribution: 𝐼 𝑟 ∝ 𝑒$%/'$

– P. Salucci et al., Mon. Not. R. Astron. Soc. 378, 41-47 (2007)

• 𝑣() 𝑟 = *
)
+,$
'$

(3.2𝑥)) 𝐼- 1.6𝑥 𝐾- 1.6𝑥 − 𝐼* 1.6𝑥 𝐾* 1.6𝑥

• With x=r/Ropt, Ropt=3.2Rd and  In, Kn  modified Bessel functions

• 𝑣)(𝑟) = 𝑣()(𝑟) + 𝑣.)(𝑟)

• With 𝑣.(𝑟) =
/0+
% ∫-

%𝑑𝑥 𝜌. 𝑥 𝑥)
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Fit result
• Constraints to fit procedure:

– g ~ 2
– r(8 kpc) ~ 0.4 GeV/c2/cm3 ~ 0.01 M⊙/pc3

• Salucci et al. 2010: r⊙=0.43±0.15 GeV/c2/cm3 
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Mh = 5.3×1011 M⊙

Mh / Md = 33

Mh / Md (<40 kpc) = 12

M / LV (< 40 kpc) = 28

r(8 kpc) ~ 0.22 GeV/c2/cm3 

Wm (r<40 kpc) ~ 0.02
Wm (r<100 kpc) ~ 0.07



How big is the DM halo?

• Simple model: 𝑣!"#$ = #
𝑣%$, 𝑟 < 𝑟∗
∝ '

!
, 𝑟 > 𝑟∗

• Determine the mass: 𝑀(𝑟) = ,
𝑣%$𝑟/𝐺, 𝑟 < 𝑟∗
𝑣%$𝑟∗/𝐺, 𝑟 > 𝑟∗
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How big is the DM halo?
• Consider our MW galaxy

– Rsun = 8.5 kpc
– v0 ~ 220 km/s at ≥ 2Rsun
– vmax ~ 500 km/s

• Use: 45
46
= 78(6)

6%

• Determine: U(𝑟) = )
𝑣-9 𝑙𝑛 6

6∗
− 1 , 𝑟 < 𝑟∗

𝑣-9𝑟∗/𝑟, 𝑟 > 𝑟∗
• Use: /

9
𝑣;2<9 +𝑈 𝑅=>? ≤ 0

• /
9
𝑣;2<9 + 𝑣-9 𝑙𝑛 1=>?

6∗
− 1 ≤ 0 implies r* ≥ 41 kpc and 

M* = 4.6×1011 M⊙
• With LV = 1.4×1010 L⊙ ,  M/L ≥ 33
• Wm ≥ 0.03

15



Change halo density profile
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• 𝜌 𝑟 = +(-)
!'
"

#
0 !

!'

#
0-.-/ !

!'

(

Mh = 3.4×1011 M⊙

Mh / Md = 21

Mh / Md (<40 kpc) = 11

M / LV (< 40 kpc) = 28

r(8 kpc) ~ 0.20 GeV/c2/cm3 

Wm (r<40 kpc) ~ 0.02



Milky Way and Andromeda (scale < 700 kpc)

M/L ~ 100 

Relative velocity of MW and 
M31 is -119 km/s

From	the	relative	orbit	equation	
determine:

46
4A
= 6

A
BCD E(EF=G?E)
(/FHI=E)%

= 78
2

=G?E(EF=G?E)
(/FHI=E)%

with dr/dt = -119 km/s
t = 10 Gyr
Turns out that h = 4.11
Use h to determine M



Dark Matter in galaxy clusters
• Extension ~ 1 Mpc
• ~ 1000 galaxies
• Average velocity for member galaxy ~ 1000 km/s
• For a spherical symmetry gravitational system, 

using virial theorem: 2 '
$
M(3�̅�$) = (

)
*+!

,
• Determine: M~1015 M⊙

• M/L ~ 100-200 and Wm ~ 0.1-0.2

18



DM in the Universe
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Early universe evolution
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10-36 s, ~1016 GeV

10-11 s, ~102 GeV   electroweak phase transition

10-5 s, ~0.2 GeV    QCD phase transition

10-100 s, ~0.1 MeV  p+n →d+g ,   2p+2n  → 4He  

105 y, ~0.2 eV   e- + p → H + g

1010 y, ~10-4 eV   today   

quark-gluon plasma

baryogenesis

growth of structures

free W and Z in cosmic
fluid

1 s, ~1 MeV  n decoupling



Fundamental question

• What is the role of DM in the universe 
evolution ?
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Type of DM
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Cosmic relics

Non-thermal relics Thermal relics

HDM CDM

3kBT > mc2 (massive n) 3kBT < mc2 (WIMP)

H(tdec) ~ G(tdec) =nvs

Not produced in thermal equilibrium
with rest of universe (axions) 



CMB 
temperaure 
anysotropies

• Snapshot of the universe at rad. decoupling: p+e➝H+g

• !"
"
= #!$

$
density fluctuations in CMB matches fluctuations 

in matter before recombination



Cosmology 
parameters from 
CMB anysotropies

• 𝐶 𝜃 = &'())
'

&'(+)
'

= ∑, 2𝑙 + 1 𝐶,
-!(./0 1)

23
𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑛 Z 𝑚 = cos 𝜃

• Structure of Cl is very sensitive to cosmology  parameters

W =  Wr + Wm + Wl + Wk ~ 1  (location of 1st acoustic peak, k ~ 0)

Wr ~ 5x10-5

Wb ~ 0.04   (ratio 1st to 2nd acoustic peak)  
Wr ~ 0.26 (also from BBN)  (ratio 2nd to 3rd acoustic peak)  
Wl ~ 0.7
Wk ~ 0

9 29. Cosmic Microwave Background

Figure 29.2: CMB temperature anisotropy band-power estimates from the Planck, WMAP, ACT,
and SPT experiments. Note that the widths of the ¸-bands vary between experiments and have
not been plotted. This figure represents only a selection of the most recent available experimental
results, and some points with large error bars have been omitted. At the higher multipoles these
band-powers involve subtraction of particular foreground models, and so proper analysis requires
simultaneous fitting of CMB and foregrounds over multiple frequencies. The horizontal axis here
is logarithmic for the lowest multipoles, to show the Sachs-Wolfe plateau, and linear for the other
multipoles. The acoustic peaks and damping region are very clearly observed, with no need for a
theoretical line to guide the eye; however, the curve plotted is the best-fit Planck �CDM model.

29.6 Current Temperature Anisotropy Data
There has been a steady improvement in the quality of CMB data that has led to the develop-

ment of the present-day cosmological model. The most robust constraints currently available come
from Planck satellite [52] [53] data (together with constraints from non-CMB cosmological data
sets), although smaller-scale results from the ACT [54] and SPT [55] experiments are beginning
to add useful constraining power. We plot power spectrum estimates from these experiments in
Fig. 29.2, along with WMAP data [7] to show the consistency (see previous versions of this review
for data from earlier experiments). Comparisons among data sets show consistency, both in maps
and in derived power spectra (up to systematic uncertainties in the overall calibration for some
experiments). This makes it clear that systematic e�ects are largely under control.

The band-powers shown in Fig. 29.2 are in very good agreement with a ‘�CDM’ model. As
described earlier, several (at least seven) of the peaks and troughs are quite apparent. For details of
how these estimates were arrived at, the strength of correlations between band-powers, and other

14th September, 2020 4:05pm 24

Acoustic osc.
Silk damping



Density fluctuations in early universe

• Introduce a density contrast: d = Dr/r
• Today d(0) ≳ 1
• At radiation decoupling: d ~ 10-5

– zdec ~ 103 and tdec ~ 3x105 yr
• In a matter-dominated expanding universe

– 𝛿(𝑡) = − 12'
' ∝ 𝑅 𝑡 ∝ 1/(1 + 𝑧)

• 𝛿 0 ~(1 + 𝑧"#$) 𝛿 𝑡"#$ ~10%&

• Observed fluctuations in CMB are too small to account 
for present structures distribution with only baryons

25



DM comes to the rescue
• Assume there is non-baryonic matter in the universe 

with Wm ~ 0.26

• %3(')
%4(')

= %3 ) *+, 5

%4()) *+, 6 ≈ 1

• )../
01*)78 *+,

≈ 1 ⟹ 𝑧~5000

• DM dominates on radiation earlier than baryons and 
will not interact with radiation
– DM has more time and it is more efficient to achieve 

gravitational collapse for structures to grow
– Baryons density contrast follows that of DM

26



Growth of structures
• Perturbation theory predicts that density fluctuations can produce

growth, decay or oscillations in cosmic fluid

• In cosmic fluid baryon fluctuations can survive to recombination epoch
(acoustic oscillations) if Mb > 1013 M⊙
– Proposed problem

• Fluctuation amplitude is reduced by photon diffusion (baryons) or by
«hot DM» free-streaming damping
– Hot DM affects fluctuations on large scales containing superclusters

size mass
– It prefers top-down structures formation
– Observations (> 1 Mpc ) agree better with bottom-up scenario, cold

DM

27



Issues for further considerations: 
fluctuation amplitude damping

• For only baryonic matter
– Silk damping will erase all fluctuations at small scale: survives only those with Mb

> 1013 M⊙
• This will behave as acoustic waves (d < lJ)

– Top-down structure formation by fragmentation
– Fragmentation to evolve requires Dr/r ~ 10-3 at recombination
– Not enough time to reach Dr/r ~ 1 today

• Collisionless DM
– CDM has small velocity dispersion, zero pressure fluid
– HDM or WDM non-small dispersion velocity, free-streaming damping

• Free-streaming damping 
– tdispersion = d/sv   with d is the size of fluctuation, sv the velocity dispersion

– Hubble time: tH = 1/H = _4 5367

– If d < 𝜆8 = 𝜎9 ⁄3 67 , tdispersion ≲ tH
• dispersion in random direction for non-zero velocity dispersion produces amplitude damping

28



Issues for further considerations: CDM

• Characteristic time for CDM growth: free-fall time
– 𝑡99 ∝ :* +::

• Characteristic time for expansion: Hubble time

– Hubble time: tH = 1/H = :1 ;0+:

• This implies

– :<; <<< ∝ ⁄:: := < 1 in rad. dominated era (suppression of 
growth)

– :<; <<< ∝ ⁄:: := > 1 in mat. dominated era

29



Lesson from CMB

• There should be DM in the universe to justify
today density contrast

• DM dominates on baryonic matter

• DM is predominantly cold

• Structures we observe today are due to DM effect
in the evolution of universe
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Gravitational 
lensing





34
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Figure 2.3: Two pictures of galaxy cluster CL 0024+17 taken by Hubble. Left: The visible
light from the galaxy cluster. Note the presence of blue arcs within the image, which are
light from distant galaxies undergoing gravitational lensing as they travel through the cluster.
Right: Blue shading has been overlaid on top of the image to show the distribution of matter
required to produce the lensing observed. More darkly shaded regions represent denser
regions of dark matter. Photo Credit: NASA, ESA, M.J. Jee and H. Ford (Johns Hopkins
University).

passing through the galaxies or clusters of galaxies, the total mass of the galaxy “lens” can

be inferred as well as some details of the galactic mass distribution. Measurements such of

these performed on galaxy clusters suggested that the total mass within the galaxy cluster

is much larger than can be accounted for by visible matter in the galaxy [11]. This suggests

the existence of a dominant component of non-visible matter in galaxies. Another inference

from lensing is the extra mass is smoothly distributed.

2.2.3 Bullet Cluster

The evidence reviewed so far has suggested the existence of an additional non-luminous

form of matter. The Bullet Cluster, which consists of two colliding galaxy clusters, provides

evidence that “dark matter” must be at most feebly interacting. As the galaxy clusters

collided, the baryonic matter from each cluster interacted with and slowed one another,

DM distribution



The bullet cluster

• Observed collision between two clusters

• Gas gravitationally trapped in clusters have
~10 keV temperature
– X-ray spectrum provides gas distribution

• Gravitational lensing provide DM distribution

35



Cosmic collisions
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Cosmic collisions
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M31 - Andromeda
Ottico (HST)

Andromeda galaxy in visible band 



M31 - Andromeda
Far-IR (Hershel)

4 20%Gas TotM M| y
1%Dust GasM M�

Non solo stelle
Le Galassie a spirale contengono notevoli quantità di 

gas e polvere interstellare
Andromeda galaxy in infrared band 





Lesson from Bullet Cluster

• Determine profile of baryons from X-ray emission
– Thermal velocity of protons ~ (kT/mp)1/2  ~ vgalaxies ~ 

(GM/R)1/2, implies kT ~ 10 keV

• Determine DM profile from gravitational lensing
• Compare observed distributions with simulations 

assuming DM self-interaction
• Result: s/m ≲ 1 cm2/g

41



Lesson from Bullet Cluster
• Consider a cluster of galaxies (1 Mpc, 1015 M⊙)
• Consider a DM with r ~ 1 GeV/cm3 ~ 1.78x10-24 g/cm3

• For s/m ~ 1 cm2/g, the mean free path is order of 1 Mpc
– l = 1/ns = m/rs

• Proposed problem

• Consider a DM particle mass of 1 GeV/c2

• It turns out that s ~ 2x10-24 cm2

• If s ~ GF
2 m2 ~ 10-10 GeV-2 = 4x10-38 cm2

42



Small scale challenges to CDM paradigm
• From observations at scale < 1Mpc follows:

– The missing satellites problem
• Simulations of DM haloes at MW scale predicts order of 105 subhaloes 

with M>107M⊙
• Order of 100 with M~300M⊙ are observed

– The cusp-core problem
• Simulations predicts r(r~0) ~ r -1
• Observation shows r(r~0) ~ constant
• Simulations predicts more DM at the core than observed

– The too-big-to-fail problem
• Local universe contains fewer galaxies with core density of order 107M⊙

wrt simulations
• Predicted large DM haloes could have not failed to form stars, why not 

so many stars?
• A possible solution is given by Self-Interacting DM with s/m 

< 10 cm2/g
– To comply with Bullet cluster constraint this requires s ~ 1/v 

43



Baryonic Tully-Fisher relation

44

Star dominated galaxies
Gas dominated galaxies
- - - - standard cosmology prediction

Observation:  Mb ∝ v4



Tully-Fisher relation and MOND

• In MOdified Newtonian Dynamics one assumes:  

– 𝑎 = #
𝑎! , 𝑎! ≫ 𝑎"
𝑎!𝑎" , 𝑎! ≪ 𝑎"

– a0 ~ 10-8 cm/s2

– incidentally it turns out that a0 ~ c H0 /6

• Applying MOND one finds:

– #"

$
= % &# '$

$"

– 𝑀( = #%

% '$
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Self-Interacting DM (SIDM)

• SIDM could mitigate anomalies at < 1Mpc scale

• 𝑅"#$% =
&d
'
𝜎 𝑣()* =

0.1𝐺𝑦+, &d
-., /⨀0#fg

1hij
2- 3'/"

5/'
, #'k/6

• For Dwarf galaxies Rscat ~ 1 in 10 Gy for s/m = 1 
cm2/g ~ 2x10-24 cm2/GeV

• Compare different scale constraints on s/m 
suggests s ~ 1/v
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A possible analogy

• Observations show a decreasing s/m 
with increasing structure size
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Partial summary

• DM is dominant in the universe, mainly CDM

• DM local density ~ 0.4 GeV/c2/cm3

• Extension of halo unknown (> 40 kpc)

• s/m ~ 1 cm2/g

• s ~ 1/v

49



What DM is 
made of ?
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What DM is made of ?

• A particle confined in 10 kpc scale moving at 100 km/s:
– De Broglie wavelength: 𝜆 ≤ 0.37 lm

;H%
𝑐𝑚

– mc2 ≥ 10-22 eV
– For a fermion: Number of states/V = gi 4pp2dp/h3

– 𝑚𝑐9 n ≥ K
no

+ L+

gip+
= 30 𝑒𝑉 n

• A macroscopic object moving around
– In order to not disrupt globular clusters: 

< 103 M⨀ ~ 1070 eV 
• DM mass spread from 10-22 to 1070 eV. What is it?
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Thermal decoupling
• Consider the cosmic fluid as a thermal bath at 

temperature T in the expanding early universe

• Particle species are in equilibrium if:
– G(T) = n∙v ∙s > H(T) with n ~ R-3 ~ T3

• When G(T) ~ H(T) we determine a freeze-out (FO) 
temperature, TFO

• In early, radiation-dominated, universe:

– 𝐻 = ;0+
1 𝜌% ≈ 2.35 =>

,?@
𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑀>? = 1.22×10*@𝐺𝑒𝑉
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Asymptotic equilibrium number density

• For a thermal bath at temperature T

𝑛-.. ~ ,𝑇
(, 𝑇 ≫ 𝑚
(𝑚𝑇)(/$𝑒12/3 , 𝑇 ≪ 𝑚
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Hot relic example: neutrino decoupling
• We need to determine TFO such that G(TFO) ~ H(TFO)

• It turns out that: T3・GF
2・T2 ~ 2.35 T2/MPl

• TFO ~ 1 MeV

• Assuming entropy is conserved, define Y = n/s with s = entropy density 
and sR3 = const and Y ~ nR3

• Y(TFO) = )&'
* +&'

= Y(T0)  for a given species

• )$
)(

= * ,$
)(

= * -&' +$
)(

∝ 𝑚

• ))
)(

= ,) ∑***/"

)(
= 001 2//*+ ∑***/"

0."5×0",- 7" %89//*+ ⇛ Ω2ℎ:~
∑***/"

;1 89
– From neutrino oscillation experiments: mn < eV
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Cold relic: WIMP example
• Consider a Weakly Interacting Massive Particle

– s ~ GF
2 E2 ~ 10-10 (E/GeV)2 GeV-2 ~ 4x10-38 (E/GeV)2 cm2

– for comparison: 𝜎'(#)*⟶#$), ≈ 10%-. /
0#1

&
cm2

• 𝑚𝑇 7/8𝑒+'/9 𝜎 ~ 2.35 9k

/qj
• Use x=m/T 

• 𝑥 𝑒+: = 8.72
' 5 /qj

~10+,2

– For m ~ 100 GeV, x ~ 35 at FO
– For m ~ 1 GeV, x ~ 30 at FO
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• Ω45+6 =
2 7(32)
:3

= 2 324

:3

7(32)
324

= 2 324

:3

7(356)
356
4

– T0 = 2x10-4 eV

• Ω45+6 = 𝑥;<
324

:3

7(356)
32!

=𝑥;<
324

:3

$.()
+78=

– after using 𝑛 𝑇23 = 2.35 /4AB
C

#DE 5

• 𝜴𝑾𝑰𝑴𝑷
𝟎.𝟑

= 𝒙𝑭𝑶
𝟑𝟎

𝟒×𝟏𝟎?𝟗 𝑮𝒆𝑽?𝟐

𝝈

– 4×1067𝐺𝑒𝑉6. = 1.6 ×1068/ cm2
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• Determine WIMP velocity at FO

– 1
:
𝑘𝑇 = 0

:
𝑚𝑐:𝛽:

– For x = 𝑚𝑐:/kT ~ 30, v ~ 0.3c

• 𝜎 𝑣 ≈ 𝟒 ×𝟏𝟎<𝟗 𝑮𝒆𝑽<𝟐 0.3𝑐 = 1.4×10<:? 𝑐𝑚1/𝑠

• 𝜎@A ~ 𝐺B:𝑇BC: ~ 𝐺B:
*./
1"

:
~10<0" GeV-4 :"" %89

1"

:
~𝟒×𝟏𝟎<𝟗 𝑮𝒆𝑽<𝟐

• The electroweak pair-annihilation cross section at TFO gives the proper relic 
energy density: WIMP miracle!
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• Is this argument peculiar to electroweak scale?

• To obtain the «right» relic density we need:
– s ~ 10-8 – 10-9 GeV-2

– x = m/T >>1, i.e. m･s ･MPl >>1
– From dimensional analysis: s ~ ac/m2 which needs to be of 

the «right» order given ac and m

• It turns out that with the «right» cross section one 
needs m > 10 meV

• On the other side s cannot be arbitrary large (<4p/m2):

– FABC?
-.1 ≳ 10$; 𝐺𝑒𝑉$) H

>

/0 ⟹𝑚 ≲ 120 𝑇𝑒𝑉
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Non-thermal DM production

• There could be non-thermal production of DM

• A particle species f with mf > mc is produced in 
early universe

• f decays to c when this latter is already out of 
equilibrium

• Ω; =
'd

'r
Ω<
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Experimental search for DM

60

Fundamental assumption: 
DM does not only interact gravitationally



The quest for Dark Matter

c

c

c c

c

c

q

q

qq

q

q
_ _ _ _

INDIRECT COLLIDER

DIRECT
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c = DM particle
q = Standard Model particle



𝜒 + (𝐴, 𝑍) ⟶ 𝜒< + (𝐴, 𝑍)∗

• The invariant mass:

– 𝑠 = 𝐸I +𝐸J
) − �⃗�I + �⃗�J

) = 𝑚I
) +𝑚J) + 2(𝐸I𝐸J − �⃗�I R �⃗�J)

• In Lab frame: 𝑠 =𝑚I
) +𝑚J) + 2 𝑇I +𝑚I 𝑚J

• vA ~ 10-3c

• 𝑚I +𝑚J 1 + HD=
HEKHD

> =𝑚I +
LFC
>

)HE
+𝑚J +

LFC
>

)HD

• 𝑝M,) = )HEHD
>=

HEKHD
> = 𝜇)𝑣) with 𝜇 = :

HEHD
HEKHD

• 𝐸JNOP ≤
)LFC >

)HD
= 2 Q

>R>

HD

• For mc ~ mA follows 𝐸JNOP ≤
JR>

) ~ A 10-6 GeV ~ A keV
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WIMPs
– Weakly Interactive Massive Particles in equilibrium with 

quarks and leptons in the early universe as a generic class of 
cold DM candidate

for the last ~ 20 years the main scenario for DM direct detection

– Mass ~ 1 – 1000 GeV/c2

– <sannv> ~ 10-26 cm3s-1 gives the correct relic density

– Local number density ~ 10-1 – 10-4 cm-3 

– Flux on Earth for a 100 GeV/c2 WIMP ~ 3x105 cm-2s-1 with 
r~0.4 GeV/cm3

• 8B solar neutrino flux 5x106 cm-2 s-1
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How many WIMPs around us?

• For rc ~  0.4 GeV/c2·cm3

• 𝑛I = ,
4×101( 𝑚I= 100 𝐺𝑒𝑉/𝑐$

0.4 𝑚I = 1 𝐺𝑒𝑉/𝑐$

• In 1 L

• N= ,
4 𝑚I = 100 𝐺𝑒𝑉/𝑐$

400 𝑚I = 1 𝐺𝑒𝑉/𝑐$
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Expected rate for WIMPs
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R = Nt ×σ χA ×
ρχ

mχ

× v

R ~ 0.2 events
kg year

100
A

×
σ χA

10−38cm2 ×
v

250km/s
×

ρχ

0.4GeV/cm3 ×
100GeV/c2

mχ

#

$
%%

&

'
((

Exposure = 1 ton x year
Events ~ 200, equivalent to ~6x10-3 µBq/kg
1 µBq/kg of radon gives ~ 31500 decays
Need reduction factor > 200 for such a low background level!!! 



Direct Search for WIMPs: nuclear recoil tagging
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c c

N N
dR
dE

= Nt
ρχ

mχ

mN

µn
2 A

2σ χnF
2 (E) d3v

f v( )
vv≥vmin (E )∫

f (v) =
1
N
e
−
vχ+vsun+vEarth

v0

$

%
&
&

'

(
)
)

2

, vχ+vsun+vEarth <vesc

0                         ,  elsewhere

*

+
,,

-
,
,

• 170 km/s < v0 < 270 km/s
• 450 km/s < vesc < 650 km/s
• rc ~ 0.4 Gev/cm3

• F(E) = nuclear form factor
• f(v) = velocity distribution of
WIMPs in the galaxy

Erecoil =
mNM χ

2

mN +M χ( )
2 v

2 (1− cosθ *)

v ~ 300 km/s  β~10−3

Erecoil ~ 1−100 keV

λ
2π

=
h
p
=
!c
mc2β

≈
197 ⋅10−13 MeVcm

100GeV 10−3 ≈ 2 ⋅10−13cm

Goodman and Witten, PRD31, 1985



Velocity Distribution
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Vmin (Er, Mc, A)

22Na, Er=6.7 keV

40Ar, Er=31 keV

131Xe, Er=2.5 keV

vesc
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Recoil detection: a matter of background

• 1ppt 238U ~ 10 µBq/kg

• 1ppt 232Th ~ 4 µBq/kg

• WIMP signal ~ 10-2 µBq/kg

• Need strong background rejection techniques
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What is a Deep Underground Lab (DUL) ?
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World map of DULs
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Excavated volume in DULs
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Plot by R. Geitskell at DM2014

Background in DM, double beta decay and 
solar neutrino experiments



What can we learn from DM Direct Search?
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dR
dE

= Nt
ρχ

mχ

mN

µn
2 A

2σ χnF
2 (E) d3v

f v( )
vv≥vmin (E )

vesc∫

detection
excluded area

scn

Mc



“Standard” WIMP cross-section
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Spin Independent interaction:

with F(0) ~ 1. So for the “standard” case fp = fn , sSI ~ A2

Spin Dependent interaction:

sSI/sSD ~ A2

Deviations from the “standard” scenario are considered:
Isospin Violating Interactions

fn/fp ~ -0.7 reduces the coupling with Xe  target  (Z,N) = (54, 77)
Electromagnetic coupling

…
Important to use different target detectors

σ SD Er( ) =σ p
SD 4
3
J +1
J

Sp + Sn
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!
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Different target: comparison

• Both SI and SD can contribute at the same time
• Xenon: 

– (Z,N) = (54,78) BR = 26.9%  Jp = 0+      p/n = 0.69
– (Z,N) = (54,75) BR = 26.4%  Jp = 1/2+ p/n = 0.72
– (Z,N) = (54,80) BR = 10.4%  Jp = 0+       p/n = 0.68

• Argon:
– (Z,N) = (18,22) BR = 99.6%  Jp = 0+    p/n = 0.82

• Na:
– (Z,N) = (11,12) BR = 100%  Jp = 3/2+   p/n = 0.92

• I:
– (Z,N) = (53,74) BR = 100%  Jp = 5/2+   p/n = 0.72
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WIMPs Detection Methods
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c+Nàc+N
in target 

phonons

charge light

SuperCDMS
EDELWEISS CRESST

Xenon, LUX/LZ
ArDM, DarkSide, PandaX

DAMA
ANAIS
DEAP-3600
XMASS
KIMS

CDEX
T-REX 



Technologies
• Cryogenic solid state

– Ionization spectrometer + bolometer operated at < 
100mK

– SuperCDMS(Si and Ge); CRESST(Ca); EDELWEISS(Ge)
• Two-phase TPC with LXe (XENON,LUX/LZ,PandaX) 

or LAr (DarkSide, ArDM, DEAP)
– Scintillation + ionization

• Scintillator crystal detectors
– DAMA/LIBRA – ANAIS - COSINE (NaI), CoGeNT

(Ge),CDEX(Ge), KIMS(CsI), XMASS(LXe), DEAP(LAr)
• Spherical gas TPC and SuperHeated detectors
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WIMPs signal and background
Ø Signal

§ Low energy nuclear recoils (1 – 100 keV)
§ Low rate ( ~ few counts/year/ton at 10-47 cm2 SI and 100 GeV/c2)
§ No specific features in recoil spectrum

Ø Background
§ Electron Recoils (ER) from e, g radioactivity

ü can be rejected by a number of discrimination cuts
§ Nuclear Recoils (NR) from radiogenic and cosmogenic

neutrons
§ Solar/Atmospheric/Relic Supernova neutrinos: 

üElastic Scattering interactions will limit the sensitivity depending on the 
ER rejection power of the experiment

üNeutrino-nucleus coherent interactions set the limiting sensitivity
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Background
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Cosmogenic Neutrons
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<En> ~ 90 MeV• Flux at Gran Sasso lab: 
ü 2.4 m-2 day-1

ü0.7 m-2 day-1 for > 10 MeV
• Expected rate ~ 3×10-33 /s/atom
• WIMPS rate ~ 10-34 /s/atom

• Neutrons from surrounding rocks
reduced by shielding
üIn DS-50 3m of water ~ 10-3 and 0.04
from 1.5m of liquid scintillator: ~4 ×10-5

Water

LS

LAr/LXeTPC

µ-induced neutrons
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238U chain
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Qb = 3.2 MeV

Qb = 1.2 MeV



232Th chain
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Qb = 5.0 MeV
Eg = 2.6 MeV



Strategy to reduce background

• Design detector with active and passive 
shielding

• Advance cleaning of detector components in 
clean room environment

• Assemblying of detector components in 
radon-free environment

• Exploit offline reduction after extensive 
calibration campaign
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Radon-free clean room (Rn < 100 mBq/m3)



Cleaning

Inside CR: steel, copper, 
teflon, brass parts cleaned
and baked before storing in 
Rn-tight bags

Pickling and passivation of 
surfaces, de-gassing

Advance cleaning of as-built
large vessels and fluid
handling system
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DS-50 TPC
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WIMPs Recoil Spectrum

Ar

Xe

Na Ge

88

detection threshold



Solar Neutrinos Background 
in the NR channel

• n-nucleus coherent scattering
– Maximum recoil energy for 8B neutrinos = 4.3 keV
– Flux of 8B ~ 5×106 cm-2s-1

DM spectrum in Xe 
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Solar Neutrinos as Background 
in ER channel

solar neutrinos with 99.6% discrimination
power for e-recoil background

90

Xe ROI

DM spectrum



“Neutrino floor” for DM

91

Atmospheric and DSN

Solar n

Neutrinos of different sources make an irreducible background
to DM direct detection by means of:

neutrino-electron ES
neutrino-nucleus coherent interaction
directional detector (future generation) can be pushed 
beyond this limit



Exclusion plot: example
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Target: Cs2LiYCl6

35Cl
89Y
133Cs
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Two-phase TPC and background rejection



Scintillation and Ionization
Discrimination

PSD FoM

S2 / S1

ER

NR
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TES

(Silicon on Sapphire light detector) 



Background rejection: 
an example from CRESST
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c

CaWO4

thermometerlight absorber



CRESST Crystal
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Direct Dark Matter search with 
liquid Xe and Ar

in a  two-phase TPC 
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Features of LAr and LXe

● High scintillation yield (> 40000 photons/MeV)
● High intrinsic purity
● Unique capability to produce scintillation and 

drifting the ionization charge to > 1m length
● Possibility to extract the charge into gas phase 

and produce secondary scintillation 
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Liquified noble gases as WIMPs target
Ar Xe

Atomic number 18 54

Mean atomic mass 40 131.3

Boiling point @ 1atm [K] 87.3 165.0

Density for liquid [g/cm3] 1.40 2.94

Volume fraction in 
atmosphere [ppm]

9340 0.09

Scintillation l [nm] 128 178

Scint. fast component [ns] 7 3

Scint. Slow component [ns] 1600 27
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Two-phase TPC at Work: basic

gas

liquid

Upper PMTs array

Lower PMTs array

S1 prompt signal
from LAr

Upper PMTs array

Lower PMTs array

Drift of free e-

and delayed
signal in gas S2 

S1 measures energy and time of event
S2 measures position of event in LAr and is proportional to the fraction of charge that escapes
recombination (this fraction depends on the drift field)
S2/S1 = f(dE/dx) important for ER vs NR discrimination
Drift time allows to measure z-coordinate at < mm level
S2 allows to measure x-y coordinates at mm level

E field
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Scintillation and charge in LAr and LXe
• In absence of electric field scintillation of NR is 

quenched (~0.25) wrt to ER: keVNR = 4keVER
• With electric field the yield for ER is reduced 

more than for NR
• Energy deposit produces ionization and excitation

– ionization/excitation ~ 0.2
– excitation produces scintillation

• dE/dx larger for NR: larger density of excited 
atoms (directly or by ionization)
– Increases quenching: Ar* + Ar* → Ar + Ar + heat
– Decreases proportional charge collected, more 

recombination
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LAr two-phase TPC at Work: signals
~ 200 - 400 µs NR

ERS1 S2
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Scintillation and Ionization
Discrimination

PSD FoM

S2 / S1

ER

NR ~ 1



Two-phase TPC at Work: 
FoM for background discrimination

Figure from WARP 
(Astropart. Phys. 28, 6 

(2008) 495-507) 

Pulse Shape Parameter 

Lo
g(

S2
/S

1)

Background reduction performed
by exploiting

a) Pulse shape of S1 through a 
parameter which measures the
fraction of fast to slow component
in scintillation. 

b) S2/S1: larger for e-like

Electromagnetic Events

Nuclear Recoils

Data from DarkSide-10
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DS-50 TPC details

1cm gas gap     2.8 kV/cm

LAr: 46.4 ± 0.7 kg 

35.6 cm

35
.6

 c
m

grid at – 5.6 kV
5 mm below liquid
surface
95% transparency

TPB coating on inner
surface to shift 128 nm
to 400 nm 
~ 200 µg/cm2

Cathode at -12.7 kV
Fused silica window

Anode at ground
Fused silica window

E = 200 V/cm



Fiducial Volume Selection in LUX

109
LUX coll., Rev. Lett. 112, 091303 (2014)

7.6m diameter
6.1 m tall 
water tank

250 kg total LXe

118 kg FM



Calibrations for ER and NR response

• 83mKr: 1.8h half-life monoenergetic, injected and 
uniformly distributed in FM
– 31.5keV + 9.4keV = 41.5keV line

• CH3T (tritiated methane): injected and spatially 
uniform, Qb = 18.6 keV

• Deuterium-Deuterium neutron generator: 2.5 
MeV monoenergetic (d+d→3He+n)

• AmBe neutron source
– 241Am->a+9Be->12C+n+5.71MeV

• External gamma-ray sources
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TPC energy calibration
• For LAr internal calibration performed with 39Ar and with 

83mKr

• 83mKr from 83Rb (t=124.4 days) prepared in form of RbCl
and adsorbed on low radon (<10mBq/kg) charcol

• For DS-50 initial activity of 83Rb was 8.5 kBq

• 83mKr (t=2.64 h) escapes charcoal, passes 0.5µ filter and 
radon trap and goes into the TPC

• 83mKr produces a single deposition of 41.5 keV
(32.1+9.4)



Light yield @ null field

Light Yield = 7.9 ± 0.4 pe/keVee
at null field

83mKr peak
41.5 keV, T1/2=1.83h

³⁹Ar spectrum
565 keV



39Ar + 83mKr energy calibration



Light Yield @ 200V/cm

7.0 ± 0.3 p.e./keVee



Calibration of the NR scale

115

EER = w(nγ + ne )

ENR = w(nγ + ne )
1
Q

  Q=quenching factor

wXe ~ 14keV wAr ~ 24keV

S1(LAr) = LY ⋅EER = LY ⋅Q(ENR ) ⋅ENR

4EER ≈ ENR



Calibration of PSD parameters

116
LUX coll., Rev. Lett. 112, 091303 (2014)

DS-50 coll., Phys. Rev. D 93, 081101 (2016)

39Ar
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Source Background rate [mDRU]

g-rays
127Xe
214Pb
85Kr

1.8±0.4
0.5±0.1

0.11-0.22 (90% C.L.)
0.13±0.07

Total predicted
Total observed

2.6±0.4
3.6±0.3

LUX data
85.3 live-days
118 kg
160 events in
[2,30]phe
0.64 ER leakage
with 50% NR 
acceptance

LUX 2013 results

1DRU = 
1 count/keV/kg/day

ER discrimination in Lxe as good as 99.5%
A factor 200 reduction 



PandaX-II Run-9

IDM2016 118

--- ER median
--- NR median

S2=100PE
99.99% NR acceptance



Rafael F. Lang, Purdue: The Direct Search for Dark Matter

~99.5% ER rejection @ 50% NR acceptance
energy / keVnr

1
1
9

Discrimination using S2/S1 in XENON100
60Co, 232Th and 241AmBe calibration
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electronic recoils
(background)

S1 / PE



Rafael F. Lang, Purdue: The Direct Search for Dark Matter

1.0 ± 0.2 expected
2 observed
Poisson p=26%

likelihood analysis: background-only p-value 
energy / keVnr

1
2
0

XENON100: No Signal Observed
225 live days, 34kg fiducial:
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Expected WIMPs Signal in LAr

100 GeV/c2 WIMP mass
10-45 cm2 WIMP-nucleon cross section
~ 10-4 interactions/day/kg

Exposure of 1 ton-year gives about 40 events with these assumptions
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The problem of 39Ar
üAr naturally present in the atmosphere at 1% level

ü 39Ar formed by cosmic muons interactions
§ 40K(n,2n)39Ar

ü 39Ar is a b emitter with Qb=565 keV and T1/2=269 
years

ü In Ar from the atmosphere, 39Ar is at the level of 1 
Bq/kg
§ ~ 9×104 decays/kg/day
§ WIMPs(100GeV, 10-45 cm2) ~ 10-4 events/kg/day
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DS-50 @ LNGS

Rn-free clean room 
(< 5 mBq/m3 in 100 m3)
Used for assempling TPC
and deployment

Rn-free clean room 
(1-10 mBq/m3 in 110 m3)
Used for assembling TPC
and deployment

Water Cherenkov muon veto: 
103 m3 H2O with 76/80 8” PMTs

Boron-loaded liquid
scintillator
(5% TMB + 95% PC) as
neutron veto with 108/110 8” 
PMTs + 1.4 g/l PPO

150kg LAr TPC with 2 x 19 
3” PMTs
AAr with 1Bq/kg 39Ar
UAr with < 0.7 mBq/kg 39Ar   123
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Cryogenic for DS-50 TPC

185K

30 l/min

15.6 psia

N2, O2 < ppb

P set @ 1080.0 ± 0.1 mbar
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The Neutron Veto: general idea

A. Ianni, Canfranc Laboratory 129

LAr

LS veto

n

A radiogenic neutron
from the cryostat steel
or PMTs makes an interaction
in LAr (WIMP-like) and later 
is captured in the LS veto. 
This type of event is rejected. 



Neutron veto
• 30 tons of boron-loaded liquid scintillator

Ø50% TMB [ B(OCH3)3] + 50% PC + 3 g/l PPO

• 108 Hamamatsu R5912 8” PMTs with QE = 37% @ 
408nm 

• High reflectivity of inner surface of containment vessel
• n-veto expected performance: < 1 event in 3 years

after n-veto rejection and TPC cuts

10B(19.9%)+ n →
→

7Li(g.s.)+α(1775 keV), 6.4%
7Li* +α(1471 keV),  7Li* → 7Li+γ (478keV), 93.7%

€ 

B OCH3( )3 + 3H2O→ H3BO3 + 3CH3OH
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The Neutron Veto in DarkSide50



DarkSide-50 results

With Atmospheric Argon
1422 kg-day
PSD > 1.5×107

With Underground Argon
2616 kg-day
Depletion factor > 1400

150 kg of LAr in cryostat with a 50 kg two-phase TPC 
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Cryogenic solid state detectors
• Need: an absorber, a refrigerator, a thermometer
• Readout both ionization and phonon signals
• High energy resolution
• Low thereshold

– ~ 3 eV to create electron-hole pair against ~ 30 eV for 
scintillation photon

• Thermal and athermal sensors
– Thermal needs thermalization of phonons within the bulk and 

sensor, ms timescale
– Athermal measures non-equilibrium phonons

• Temperature change = E / C
– 10 mK and 1 keV produces DT ~ 1 µK

• Phonon sensors: NTDs and TESs 
133



Neutron Transmutation Doped (NTD) 
Ge Sensors 

• Thermal sensors used as an example in CUORE
• Ge wafers are bombarded with neutrons to produce 

dopant impurities
• Dopant concentration determines the sensor 

performaces
• Strong dependence of resitance on temperature: 

– R ~ T -g
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SuperSDMS at SNOLab

135

Paolo Gorla - LNGSCanfranc - Feb 6 2018 8

Phonon + Ionization
CDMS/SuperCDMS (EDELWEISS)

CDMS interleaved Z-sensitive Ionization Phonon 
(iZIP) detector
● 600g detectors
● 2 charge + 2 charge
● 4 + 4 TES – fast phonon channel

Semiconducting calorimeters

● Cryogenic temperatures (20-50mK) 

● Discrimination of e/γ- events via ionization yield 

● Low threshold (sub keV)  
● Surface events identified thanks to ID electrodes 

Paolo Gorla - LNGSCanfranc - Feb 6 2018 9

Lite-mode
Charge mediated phonon amplification (Neganov-Luke Effect)  

• Drifting charges produce large phonon signal proportional to ionization 
• Electron recoils much more amplified than nuclear recoils 

• gain in threshold AND dilute background from electron recoil events 

NL effect mixes charge and phonon signal reducing discrimination 
Requires Lindhard Model to convert to nuclear recoil equivalent energy  

Semiconducting calorimeters

interleaved Z-sensitive Ionization and 
Phonon (iZIP)  detectors for ionization and 
athermal phonon signals

HV detectors

TES readout for athermal phonons



iZIP and HV detectors in SuperCDMS

136

Charge and phonons phonons

High PSD efficiency Low threshold



Phonon amplification of ionization signal

137
Neganov-Trofimov-Luke (NTL) effect: drifting electrons amplify phonon production



SuperCDMS
• Ge and Si target at 15 mK
• 30 kg in 24 detectors and 4 towers at SNOLab
• Each tower contains Ge (1.4kg) and Si (0.6kg) detectors
• Two towers with HV detectors to exploit NTL effect

– ENTL = Neh eVb  (Neh = Er/e with e~3eV)
– Etot = Er + ENTL

• Detectors equipped to read both phonons (TES) and charge
– Robust PSD for ER

• e,g background ~ 0.1 dru
• Discrimination of surface background from charge

distribution
– Bulk event have symmetric distribution between top and bottom

• Sensitivity to mc ~ 0.3 GeV/c2
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PSD in SuperCDMS

• ER produces a lot of 
ionization, much more than 
NR
– ER gives high fraction of 

ionization and small 
fraction of phonons

• Yield = Charge / Phonon 
energy

• YNR < YER

139
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PSD at work

NR







SuperCDMS 2023-2026
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Edelweiss at LSM

144

24 Ge crystals operated at 18 mK ( 860 g each )
Phonons readout by two NTDs
Strong PSD down to 5 keV
Rejection power for ER events 4x10-5

WIMP search above 10 GeV/c2 limited by n background



90% acc for
ER

90% acc for
NR

Inelastic scatt.
of neutron on
73Ge excited 
state



Superheated Liquids
• PICASSO, COUPP, PICO
• Sealed vessels with liquid 

under pressure
• Exploit bubble nucleation

– Ionization produces gas 
bubbles

• Bubble grows if Pb>Pl+Ps
– Bubble growth detected by 

acoustic sensors
• ER have much lower 

threshold than NR
• Alpha background can be 

discriminated by acoustic 
detector

SciPost Physics Lecture Notes Submission

Bubbles that do not meet these conditions collapse. The threshold for bubble nucleation is
given by

ET = 4⇡r2c

✓
� � T


d�

dT

�

µ

◆
+

4⇡

3
r3c⇢b(hb � hl)�

4⇡

3
r3c (Pb � Pl) (126)

where ⇢ is the bubble density and h is the specific heat of the liquid (hl) or bubble (hb).
Bubble chambers as dark matter detectors are attractive because of their unique ability

discriminate between di↵erent particle interactions [70]. Figure 42 shows the response of
superheated C4F10 to various particles. Electron recoiling events have much lower thresholds
compared to events that produce nuclear recoils. Thus, the detectors can be tuned to trigger
only on nuclear recoiling events.

Figure 42: Detector response to di↵erent particles in superheated C4F10. From left to right:
1.75 MeV �-rays and minimum ionizing particles (dot-dashed); model of 50 GeV/c2 WIMP
(red); polyenergetic neutrons from an AcBe source (dotted); ↵ particles at the Bragg peak
from 241Am decays (open triangles); and 210Pb recoil nuclei from 226Ra spikes(dots) Taken
from [70]

.

To mitigate nuclear recoils from neutrons, the experiments can be located underground
and use active and/or passive shielding. Nuclear recoils from alpha events can be identified
using acoustic techniques. Alpha particles deposit their energy over tens of microns whereas
nuclear recoils deposit their energy over tens of nanometers. The result is that alpha particles
are ⇠4 times louder than neutrons and dark matter candidates, an e↵ect that can be measured

63
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ALP and dark photons with low 
threshold detectors

147

Ze

ec

gce

Electron emitted with the
Incoming energy of DM particle

Probe eV scale mass

Deposited energy proportional to
mass of incoming particle
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Figure 26: Experimental exclusion regions in spin-independent cross-section vs. mass space.
The neutrino ”fog” background expectation is shown in yellow at the bottom of the plot.
The red arrows indicate directions that forthcoming experiments will push into the parameter
space, toward better sensitivity at low mass and increased sensitivity at high mass. Image
generated using [38].
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DM direct detection experimental
signatures

• Daily forward/backward
asymmetry due to 
Earth’s rotation

• Annual modulation

SciPost Physics Lecture Notes Submission

Figure 12: Spin axis of Earth with respect to the WIMP “wind” generated by the motion of
the Earth through the Galaxy. Figure excerpted from Ref. [21]

materials used for the detector and shielding construction. One of the worst potential back-
grounds connected to environmental radioactivity is radiogenic neutrons with energies below
10 MeV (neutrons emitted during nuclear decay). These are sourced by alpha radiation in-
teractions with neutrons and fission reactions. Then there are the cosmogenic backgrounds,
such as cosmic ray muons passing through the instrumentation or, worse, spallation neutrons
produced as a secondary by-product of cosmic rays which then enter the detector volume.
Materials themselves, later used in construction, become activated due to natural exposure to
cosmic rays or radionuclides near Earth’s surface. Neutrinos from a wide variety of sources,
from terrestrial origins to solar and cosmic neutrinos, o↵er a weakly interacting low-mass
background that can interact with electrons or the nucleus. Of course, there is always the
worst background of all: the one no one has thought of yet.

4.1 Cosmic Rays

Let’s tackle cosmic rays immediately. The intensity of cosmic rays increases with altitude
and decreases as one goes below the surface of the Earth. For this reason direct detection
dark matter experiments seek laboratories situated beneath the surface of the Earth, either
in specially constructed shallow underground sites or in deep mines that are also home to
laboratory facilities. An overburden of rock will protect an experiment from the leading
problem, the direct exposure to cosmic rays. However, it will then present the secondary
problem: backgrounds generated by cosmic ray interactions in the overburden material. As
shown in Fig. 13 these secondary particles can be reduced by increasing further the depth of
the laboratory housing the dark matter experiment.

Many experiments also employ an active cosmic ray veto system, a detector subsystem
designed to identify moments when a cosmic ray primary or secondary has entered the volume
of the main detector system. The time information about these events can then be used to
veto from consideration any activity in the primary detector system.

25
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Direct Dark Matter search with NaI(Tl)
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Annual Modulation of WIMP 
interaction rate

151

Galactic plane
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The WIMPs interaction rate is
oscillating during one year due
to the relative motion of the
Sun with respect to the halo
reference frame

Expected modulation (at % level)  of
1. rate
2. spectral shape
This is a model independent
signature



DM annual modulation

• 100 GeV/c2 gives a flux of ~105 cm-2s-1

• Sm ~ few%S0

• for a NaI target experiment
– S0 ~ 0.1 cpd/kg/keV in [2,6] keV
for s=10-42cm2

𝑆 𝜃, 𝑡 = 𝑆%(𝜃) + 𝑺𝒎(𝜽) cos
2𝜋
𝑇 (𝑡 − 𝑡%) June
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NaI detectors and DM direct searches

• DAMA/LIBRA
– 250 kg running at LNGS since 2003
– Upgrade in 2010 (Phase 2) running since 2011

• Replaced PMTs, new preamplifiers and trigger
– Sm = 0.0105±0.0011 cpd/kg/keV in [1,6]keV for 1.13 ton x yr 

(only Phase 2)
• ANAIS

– 112.5 kg running at LSC since 2017
– Sm = -0.0034±0.0042 cpd/kg/keV in [1,6]keV for 313.95 kg x yr

• COSINE-100
– 106 kg running at Yangyang since 2016
– Sm = 0.0092±0.0067 cpd/kg/keV in [2,6]keV for 97.7 kg x yr
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DAMA/LIBRA
• 5x5 module matrix of NaI(Tl) detectors produced by Saint-

Gobain
• No muon veto
• 20 annual cycles for 2.46 ton x yr (including DAMA/NaI)
• Average ~20 ppb of K
• Average 210Pb ~ 5-30 µBq/kg
• Average 3H < 90 µBq/kg 
• 232Th ~ 2-30 µBq/kg [0.5-7.5 ppt]
• 238U ~ 9-120 µBq/kg [0.7-10 ppt]

The case of DAMA/LIBRA 
An annually modulated signal has been observed by the DAMA/LIBRA 
experiment at the Gran Sasso National Laboratory 

Setup:  
~250 kg of NaI(Tl) crystals + passive 
shielding. 
Background level in [1-6] keV: 
< 1 counts/day/keV (cpd/kg/keV). 
Exposure (phase1+phase2):   
2.17 ton x yr. 
Signal statistical significance 
(phase1+phase2):  
11.9σ  C.L.

Observed up to 1 keV for 
DAMA/LIBRA-phase2

“Single-hit” events

• Experiments using different targets seem to exclude the interpretation of DAMA signal 
as due to spin-independent DM scattering off nuclei in the standard WIMP galactic 
halo hypothesis. 

• Currently running experiments using the same target (ANAIS-112 and COSINE-100), 
have not yet reached the ultra-low background and sensitivity achieved by DAMA.

A new high sensitivity and low background measurement with NaI(Tl) crystals is needed

Sm = 0.0105 ± 0.0011 cpd/kg/keV

Phase 1 in [2,6] keV: ~1 cpd/kg/keV 

Phase 2 in [1,6] keV:  ~0.7 cpd/kg/keV 
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DAMA/LIBRA phase1: WIMPs fit
Target LY

[pe/keV]
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Single-hit scintillation events
Eur. Phys. JC56, 2008

Mc = 12 GeV/c2 scp = 1.5×10-41 cm2 c2/Ndof = 1.02
Mc = 8.6 GeV/c2 scp = 1.9×10-41 cm2 c2/Ndof = 1.69

Modulated amplitude, 2008
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DAMA/LIBRA fit for “standard” SI WIMPs

A. Ianni, Canfranc Laboratory 156

excluded from the
total rate



ANAIS

• 3x3 module matrix of NaI(Tl) detectors produced by Alpha 
Spectra Inc

• Muon veto
• Average ~32 ppb of K
• Average 210Pb ~0.8 mBq/kg (2 older crystals have ~3 mBq/kg)

– From PSA and direct counting

• Average 3H ~ 0.15 mBq/kg 
• 232Th ~ 1.5 µBq/kg
• 238U ~ 6 µBq/kg

3
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FIG. 1. Left panel: Artistic view of ANAIS-112 set-up showing the 9 NaI(Tl) modules inside a shielding made of lead, antiradon box, active
muon vetoes, polyethylene and water tanks. Right panel: the black line represents the accumulated exposure since August 2017 with the nine
ANAIS-112 modules. For comparison, the red line corresponds to a 100% live time for 112.5 kg detection mass.

Time period Live time Live time Down time Dead time
(days) (%) (%) (%)

08/03/2017 – 07/31/2018 341.722 94.40 2.84 2.76
08/01/2018 – 08/28/2019 374.302 95.48 2.44 2.07
08/29/2019 – 08/13/2020 333.791 95.10 2.62 2.28

TABLE I. Distribution of live, dead and down time during ANAIS-112 data taking and total live time accumulated per operation year.

It can be observed that trigger rate is dominated by events
having only one peak at each PMT signal, which are not asso-
ciated with bulk scintillation in the sodium iodide material. It
is worth remarking that our event selection protocol (see next
section for more details) requires more than 4 peaks in each
PMT signal to be considered a bulk scintillation event. We can
conclude from Fig. 2 that although a few high trigger rate pe-
riods along the three years of operation occurred, they do not
affect the total rate of selected events, as shown by the remark-
ably stable rate of events having more than one peak at each
PMT. All of these anomalous high rate periods are associated
to changes in the supply of gas flushing into the ANAIS-112
shielding used to prevent the radon entrance. However, the
abnormal trigger rate increases cannot be explained by the en-
trance of radon into the shielding: it does not correlate with
any increase in background events in any energy region, and
it also appears when using radon-free air provided by LSC for
the flushing.

ANAIS-112 modules were specifically designed to have a
Mylar window in the copper housing to allow low-energy cal-
ibration with external x-ray/gamma sources down to 10 keV.
This particular feature of ANAIS detectors allows periodical
calibration of all the detectors using several 109Cd external
sources mounted on flexible wires which are introduced into
the shielding and positioned in front of the Mylar windows,
irradiating simultaneously the nine modules for a period of
about 4 hours every two weeks. Lines of 88.0, 22.6 and

Time
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FIG. 2. ANAIS-112 trigger rate from August 2017 until August
2020. Total rate is shown in black, and the rate of events having more
than one peak in every PMT detected by the peak-finding algorithm
is shown in red.

11.9 keV2 are used for the control of the modules’ response
stability below 100 keV. The latter is not directly produced by
109Cd decay, but it is the result of the subsequent Br x-rays
produced in the flexible wire containing the sources by the
photoelectric absorption of the x-rays and gammas produced
in the 109Cd decay. The modules’ response can be thought
as the combination of two independent factors: the light col-
lection and the PMTs gain, which can be studied separately.
Changes in light collection and in PMT gain combine to mod-

2 22.6 and 11.9 keV are average energies, corresponding to the weighted
average of the different x-rays produced following EC decay in the first of
them, and photoelectric absorption in the second.
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FIG. 7. Total efficiency, e(E,d), for event detection in all the
ANAIS-112 modules as a function of energy. It has been obtained
by combining the trigger efficiency, the asymmetry cut efficiency and
the pulse shape cut efficiency, all of them recalculated for the full an-
alyzed exposure corresponding to three years by following the same
procedure established in [11].
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FIG. 8. Time evolution of the rate of events corresponding to 40K
(upper panel) and 22Na (lower panel) at low energy identified by the
coincidence with the corresponding HE gamma in a second module.

by a normalization factor, f, in order to better reproduce the
observations. This factor is at the level of a few percent. Coin-
cident events are good tracers of the radioactive backgrounds
and are basically free from other populations which could be
leaking at the lowest energies in the ROI and which could ex-
plain the higher background affecting the region from 1 to
2 keV. As observed in Fig. 10, the background model repro-
duces quite satisfactorily M2 events from 1 to 6 keV. Figure 11
shows the time evolution of the backgrounds in the ROI ac-

cording to this background model for M1 events.

IV. BLIND ANNUAL MODULATION ANALYSIS

We have recently unblinded the third year of data and car-
ried out the corresponding annual modulation analysis, which
is presented in this section. This analysis uses 1049.8 days
live time raw. After the muon cut, the effective live time
is 1018.6 days, corresponding to an effective exposure of
313.95 kg⇥y. The approach followed is similar to previous
analysis [10, 32], but in this case we include an improved
background description and we extend the analysis by fitting
simultaneously the 9 detectors with free background parame-
ters for every module but the same modulation amplitude.

Our analysis approach is quite different from
DAMA/LIBRA’s one, which is based on the subtraction
of the average detection rate in 1 keV bins inside the ROI
in data-taking cycles of roughly one year duration [42]. As
shown before, ANAIS background is clearly time-dependent,
so this approach can produce a time modulation in data as
an artifact caused by the interplay between a time-dependent
background and the analysis method [43, 44]. Because
of that, the development of a robust background model is
mandatory. Moreover, we stress that our fitting procedure,
detailed in subsequent subsections, allows to include time-
dependent backgrounds in a consistent way as no subtraction
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FIG. 9. ANAIS-112 full exposure background after unblinding in
the low (upper panel) and high (bottom panel) energy regions. Inset
in upper panel shows the background in the ROI. Data correspond
to M1 events surviving our filter protocols and corrected with effi-
ciency. Background model estimate is depicted in green.

40K and 22Na rate time evolution 
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ANAIS recent result

• Sensitivity given as Sm
DAMA/s(Sm

ANAIS)
• At present

– s(SmANAIS) = 0.0042 cpd/kg/keV for [1,6] keV
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FIG. 19. c2
0 � c2 periodograms for three years of data in [1-6] keV (upper panels) and [2-6] keV (lower panels) energy regions. Left, middle

and right panels correspond to best fits to functions 4, 5, and 6, respectively. Local and global significances are calculated as described in the
text.
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FIG. 20. ANAIS-112 sensitivity to the DAMA/LIBRA signal in
s C.L. units (see text) as a function of real time in the [1-6] keV
(lower panel) and [2-6] keV (upper panel) energy regions. The black
dots are the sensitivities measured experimentally. The blue bands
represent the 68% C.L. DAMA/LIBRA uncertainty.

Appendix A

Under the hypothesis of an annual modulation component
with amplitude Sm and phase f , the rate in the ROI can be
written as

R(t) = R0 +Smcos(w(t � t0)) = R0 +Acoswt +Bsinwt

(A1)

where f = wt0, A = Sm cosf , and B = Sm sinf . Note that
(A,B) can be viewed as cartesian coordinates and (Sm,f) as
their corresponding polar coordinates. The least squares esti-
mator (LSE) for A and B parameters is unbiased because, as
shown in eq. A1, the rate is linear in both parameters, while
this is not the case for the LSE for Sm and f [54]. It can be
proved in a similar way as we described in our previous arti-
cle [18] that when data are evenly distributed along an integer
number of years, the covariance matrix is diagonal and the es-
timators of A and B have the same variance, s2. Furthermore,
when no modulation is present, the estimators of A and B are
independent Gaussian distributions with null mean and vari-
ance s2. Under these assumptions, the bias of the LSE of Sm

can be calculated because the joint probability of (A,B)

P(A,B)dAdB =

1p
2ps

exp(�A
2/2s2)

1p
2ps

exp(�B
2/2s2)dAdB (A2)

can be written in polar coordinates (Sm,f)

P(Sm,f)dSmdf =
1

2ps2 exp(�S
2
m
/2s2)SmdSmdf (A3)

The expectation value of Sm =+
p

A2 +B2 is therefore:

E(Sm) =
Z •

�•

Z •

�•
SmP(A,B)dAdB =

Z •

0

Z 2p

0
SmP(Sm,f)SmdSmdf =

r
p
2

s . (A4)
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COSINE

• 4x2 module matrix of NaI(Tl) detectors produced by Alpha 
Spectra Inc

• Muon veto and 2ton active liquid scintillator veto
• Average ~25 ppb of K
• Average 210Pb ~1.3 mBq/kg 

– From PSA and direct counting

• Average 3H ~ 0.15 mBq/kg 
• 232Th ~ 5 µBq/kg
• 238U < 1.5 µBq/kg

Low energy spectrum in one crystal from
EPJ C 2021

3

(a) (b)

Fig. 1 Detector geometry (front view) used in the Geant4 simulation. (a) Two white-colored cylindrical shapes inside the
center box represent the NaI(Tl) detectors supported by the acrylic frame (red) inside the liquid scintillator. (b) Eighteen
5-inch PMTs are attached to two sides of the copper box to detect LS-produced photons.
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Fig. 2 Detector response to the calibration data points is
described by an empirical function (red line) for five NaI(Tl)
crystals at low energy.

electrons, and X-rays, followed by beta electrons from
the decay to 210Bi, which results in a non-Gaussian peak.
It was not well reproduced by the simulations using the
Geant4 version 9.6.2.

Each simulated event records all energies deposited
in the crystals within an event window of 10 µs from
the time when a decay is generated, to account for the
conditions in the data acquisition system (DAQ) of the
experimental setup [7]. Consecutive decays occurring in
a short time, such as 212Bi–212Po decays with 212Po’s
half-life of 300 ns may appear together in a 10 µs time
window, resulting in pileup events. They are treated as a
single event in the simulation. Based on this framework,
we carried out Monte Carlo simulations for all the possi-
ble background sources to build a complete model of the
background measurements with 1 keV energy threshold.

The simulated spectrum was convolved with an
energy-dependent energy resolution function developed
during the calibration.

3.1 Internal and external backgrounds

With the the first 59.5 days of SET1 data, the detector
background was investigated with simulated background
spectra from the internal radioactive sources, such as full
decay chains of 238U, 232Th, 40K, and 210Pb inside the
eight NaI(Tl) crystals assuming a chain equilibrium [3].
However, the background level may vary over the time
if the internal activities are not in a chain equilibrium.
We indeed found an evident increase in the 228Th back-
ground level during the 1.7 years of SET2 data when
compared with the SET1 result. To take broken chain
e↵ects of the background sources into account for the
background simulation, the 238U and 232Th decay chains
are treated as broken at the long-lived parts of the chain.
The 238U chain was broken into five distinct groups and
the 232Th chain was broken into three groups. The ac-
tivities of the 238U and 232Th decay chains in the eight
groups are treated as fitting parameters to quantify the
unknown fractions of the background composition.

We simulated external background sources in the
COSINE-100 experiment configuration: PMTs, greases,
copper cases, bolts, cables, acrylic supports, liquid scin-
tillator, copper box, and a steel structure that supports
the lead block housing. Overall, the background spec-
trum is well matched to the data in the high-energy re-
gion, except for the peaks around 185 keV and 2.6 MeV
in single-hit events. The background contribution due
to the 235U chain from the PMTs was treated in two
groups as broken at the long-lived part of the chain and

9

Table 2 Background contributions in the energy range of 1 to 6 keV. There are only statistical uncertainties for the data row,
and uncertainties for other rows are from the modeling.

[Unit: Counts/keV/kg/day] Crystal 2 Crystal 3 Crystal 4 Crystal 6 Crystal 7

Data 2.783± 0.010 2.945± 0.010 2.882± 0.007 2.350± 0.008 2.492± 0.009

Total simulation 2.819± 0.189 2.989± 0.369 2.930± 0.325 2.367± 0.324 2.504± 0.210

Internal

210Pb 1.224± 0.006 0.417± 0.010 0.400± 0.012 1.026± 0.017 0.999± 0.008
40K 0.199± 0.004 0.081± 0.002 0.104± 0.001 0.037± 0.004 0.046± 0.004

Others 0.0103± 0.0001 0.0102± 0.0001 0.0042± 0.0002 0.0074± 0.0001 0.0048± 0.0001

Surface Crystal 0.178± 0.101 0.205± 0.194 0.230± 0.198 0.268± 0.297 0.513± 0.131
210Pb Teflon 0.028± 0.005 0.081± 0.008 0.034± 0.007 0.044± 0.004 0.051± 0.004

Cosmogenic

3H 1.071± 0.160 2.052± 0.313 1.964± 0.258 0.888± 0.128 0.798± 0.164
113Sn 0.023± 0.003 0.013± 0.002 0.039± 0.004 0.024± 0.002 0.020± 0.002
109Cd 0.009± 0.003 0.064± 0.004 0.110± 0.004 0.027± 0.004 0.022± 0.002
Others 0.022± 0.003 0.030± 0.001 0.019± 0.001 0.013± 0.002 0.015± 0.004

External (⇥10�2) 5.290± 0.103 3.563± 0.039 2.697± 0.037 3.358± 0.089 3.374± 0.062

Fig. 9 The low-energy spectra of single-hit events in Crystal 7.
The measured energy spectrum is compared with the total of
the simulations. The range of 1 to 6 keV in the MC spectrum
is extrapolated from the modeling.

reported in Ref [22], as shown in Fig. 8(c),(d),(e); these
values are in reasonable agreement with the measure-
ments that averaged measured activities in the 1.7 years
of data. 109Cd contributes peaks at 25.5 and ⇠3.5 keV
by electron capture decay and, similarly, there is an
isotope of 113Sn that produces 28 keV and 3.7⇠4.2 keV
emissions by the electron capture decay, as described
in Table 1. We took into account the e↵ect of 113Sn in
the modeling fit. However, because 113Sn has a short
half-life of 115.1 days, the 1.7 year period is long enough
to reduce its activity to a negligible level while 109Cd
has 562 days of half-life and enough activity levels when
produced. As a result of the fit, they are compared with
the measurements in Fig. 8(f).

Based on the background model, we found the back-
ground levels for the five NaI(Tl) detectors in unit of

dru (counts/day/keV/kg) in 1–6 keV as listed in Ta-
ble 2. The dominant background contributions are from
210Pb and 3H. Figure 9 shows the low-energy spectra
of single-hit events of Crystal 7 in the 1–20 keV energy
region. The range of 1 to 6 keV in the MC spectrum
is extrapolated from the modeling. The measured and
simulated results are in a good agreement.

5 Conclusion

COSINE-100 has been taking data at Y2L from Octo-
ber 21, 2016. We present the background model for the
WIMP search during the first 1.7 years of COSINE-100
data. Our previous analysis with 59.5-day data showed
that 210Pb and 3H produce the dominant contributions
in the energy region of 2–6 keV. As we lowered the
threshold to 1 keV, the background modeling was car-
ried out accordingly. The model includes background
contributions from both internal and external sources,
including cosmogenic radionuclides and surface 210Pb
contamination. To improve the background model with
the energy threshold as low as 1 keV, we used a depth
profile of the surface 210Pb contamination that is pro-
vided by the measurement with a test setup at Y2L.
We also considered the e↵ect of the energy scale errors
propagated from the statistical uncertainty and the non-
linear detector response for the simulated spectrum at
low energy. With this improved background model, the
overall energy spectrum summed over all the simulation
results is well matched to the measured data not only for
single-hit events but also for multiple-hit events. The im-
proved model estimates the averaged background level
of 2.73±0.14 counts/day/keV/kg in the energy region of
1–6 keV dominated by 210Pb and 3H for the five crystals
of COSINE-100 during the 1.7 years period of SET2
data with a total exposure of 97.7 kg·years.
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3H background in ROI
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background in the ROI.

Contribution in ROI ~39%

T1/2 = 12.3 years

Ultimate ultra-high radio-purity crystal must be
grown in underground

A recent study from ANAIS points to a
significantly higher 3H production rate equal to
83±27 decay/kg/day
(ANAIS coll. Astropart. Phys. 97 (2018) 96-105)



210Pb background in ROI
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SABRE

1
6

• A new NaI based detector array with two set-ups 
one at LNGS and one at SUPL

• Aim to obtain 0.1 dru in ROI by dedicated ultra high 
purity underground

• Present status: PoP at LNGS and full scale detector 
under construction at SUPL



The SABRE PoP @ LNGS

PHASE I: SABRE Proof of Principle (PoP) – ongoing @LNGS 

Goals

● Produce and characterize high purity NaI(Tl) 
detector 

● Test active veto performance

enclosure

passive shielding

veto 
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SABRE active 
veto

SABRE Coll. Astrop. Phys. 106 (2019) 1-9

3 - Active veto
Array of NaI(Tl) crystals surrounded by liquid scintillator (LS) veto (PC+PPO mixture)
Tag and reject internal and external backgrounds such as:  
• Radioactive decays in the crystal due to 40K and 22Na; 
• Cosmic rays-induced processes.

Events which deposit energy 
in both crystal and LS veto 
are certainly background

10 ppb natK 
contamination

84% rejection 
power in [2-6] keV

M. Antonello et al., Monte Carlo simulation of the SABRE 
PoP background. Astropart. Phys., 106:1-9, 2019.
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40K simplified decay scheme

3 - Active veto
Array of NaI(Tl) crystals surrounded by liquid scintillator (LS) veto (PC+PPO mixture)
Tag and reject internal and external backgrounds such as:  
• Radioactive decays in the crystal due to 40K and 22Na; 
• Cosmic rays-induced processes.

Events which deposit energy 
in both crystal and LS veto 
are certainly background

10 ppb natK 
contamination

84% rejection 
power in [2-6] keV

M. Antonello et al., Monte Carlo simulation of the SABRE 
PoP background. Astropart. Phys., 106:1-9, 2019.
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Q = 1.31 MeV
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Energy spectrum 
analysis

• Data: single hits spectrum
• Background components from MC
• Fit p-value = 0.26

3
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Figure 2. Acceptance of crystal events as a function of energy,
evaluated using a 228Th source.

The NaI-33 anti-coincidence energy spectrum after148

veto and selection cuts and e�ciency correction is shown149

in Fig. 3 (black dots) up to 100 keV, and in Fig. 4,150

the same spectrum up to 20 keV. The measured rate151

in 1-6 keV (1-10 keV)is 1.20 ± 0.05 cpd/kg/keV (1.09 ±152

0.04 cpd/kg/keV). This result shows that, in terms of ra-153

diopurity, the NaI-33 is the best NaI(Tl) crystal ever pro-154

duced after DAMA/LIBRA experiment, where the rate155

in 1-6 keV is of the order of 0.7 cpd/kg/keV [25].156
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Figure 3. Energy spectrum from NaI-33 up to 100 keV with
a spectral fit. The spectrum is shown after selection cuts and
e�ciency correction.

Spectral analysis were performed to quantify the con-157

tribution of di↵erent background components. Predicted158

spectral shapes from di↵erent background sources were159

calculated by the Monte Carlo code developed for the160

SABRE project [26]. In the fit, the activities of the fol-161

lowing components were treated as free or semi-free pa-162

rameters: 40K, 210Pb, 3H, 226Ra, 232Th, 129I, 121mTe,163

127mTe, and a flat component which includes 87Rb and164
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Figure 4. Energy spectrum from NaI-33 below 20 keV with
the spectral fit. The spectrum is shown after selection cuts
and e�ciency-corrected.

other internal and external background contributions (re-165

ported as “other backgrounds”). In addition, 210Pb from166

the PTFE reflector wrapping the crystal was included167

to reproduce the peak at ⇠12 keV due to X-rays from168

210Pb. In the spectral fit, a Gaussian penalty was ap-169

plied to 40K with mean equal to 0.14 ± 0.01 mBq/kg,170

corresponding to the prediction from ICP-MS measure-171

ments [18]. Assuming secular equilibrium for 226Ra172

and 232Th chain segments, Gaussian penalties (5.9 ±173

0.6µBq/kg for 226Ra and 1.6 ± 0.3µBq/kg for 232Th)174

were implemented based on measurements from 214Bi-Po175

and 212Bi-Po time-correlated events, respectively [19].176

The result of the fit is shown in Fig. 3 and in Fig. 4.177

The p-value of the fit is equal to 0.26 with �2/Ndof =178

96/88. Table I summarises the breakdown of the back-179

ground components determined from the spectral fit.180

The background rate in the ROI is found to be conser-181

vatively equal to 1.16 ± 0.10 cpd/kg/keV, in agreement182

with direct measurement. In addition, the 40K activity183

is estimated to be 0.14±0.01 mBq/kg. This value is con-184

sistent with an independent measurement of 40K using185

the coincidence between 3.2-keV X-ray/auger electrons186

in the crystal and 1.46 MeV gamma ray in the active187

veto, which yielded 0.07±0.05 mBq/kg (2.2±1.5 ppb, or188

<4.7 ppb at 90% CL) despite limited statistics. This in-189

dependent analysis also shows that the PoP veto detector190

can be used to measure K contamination with ppb-level191

sensitivity.192

According to Table I, the background is mostly due to193

210Pb in both the bulk of the crystal and the surface of194

the PTFE reflector. The activity of bulk 210Pb, deter-195

mined to be 0.41±0.02 mBq/kg, is consistent with earlier196

measurements using ↵ counting of 210Po [18, 19]. Al-197

though this value is about one order of magnitude larger198

than that in DAMA, it is smaller than those in ANAIS199

and COSINE, where on average the activity is about200

1.5 mBq/kg and 1.3 mBq/kg, respectively [27, 28].201
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Breakdown of background components
in SABRE PoP

Source Activity
[mBq/kg]

Rate in ROI
[cpd/kg/keV]

40K 0.14±0.01 0.018±0.001

210Pb (bulk) 0.41±0.02 0.28±0.01
226Ra
232Th

0.0059±0.0006
0.0016±0.0003 0.0044±0.0005

3H 0.012±0.007 <0.12
121mTe
127mTe
129I

<0.084
0.016±0.006
1.34±0.04

<0.011

210Pb(reflector) 0.32±0.06 0.63±0.09

Other backgrounds 0.10±0.05

Total 1.16±0.10

Rate from counting data
in [1,6] keV is 
1.20±0.05 cpd/kg/keV

Average ~4 ppb of K
Average 210Pb ~0.4 mBq/kg 
Average 3H ~ 12 µBq/kg 
232Th ~ 1.6 µBq/kg
238U ~ 6 µBq/kg
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Background level comparable 
(for the first time) with that of 

DAMA/LIBRA phase-1

SABRE PoP: Comparison with other NaI(Tl)-based 
experiments

With only 1 month of data taking !



Axions as DM particles
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Electric dipole moment of neutron

• Dipole moment of H2O
– estimation~ 10-8 e ⋅ cm
– data ~ 5x10-9 e ⋅ cm

• Dipole moment of 
neutron
– estimation 10-13 e ⋅ cm
– theory ~ 10-16 q e ⋅ cm
– data  < 3x10-26 e ⋅ cm

• q ~ 10-10  ?
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• From theory: dn = 2.4x10-16 q e ⋅ cm
– With q parameter from the theory
– Data: q  ~ 10-10

• Peccei, Quinn 1977, Weinberg, Wilczek 1978: a new 
scalar field associated to q, axion field

• Axion created at some high energy scale fa ~ 1016 GeV

– 𝑚B ≈ 10%C 𝑒𝑉 DE%& 0#1
F'

• 10-12 eV < ma < 1 MeV
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Axion as DM particle
• Thermal axions would contribute to HDM:   
Ω!ℎ" ≈ 0.5 #G

$%& '(
– ma < 0.7 eV for DM cannot be mainly hot 

• Axion CDM: Ω!ℎ" ≈ 0.13 #G
$&)'(

*+/-

– This depends on how q changes with T while relaxing to 0

• With rDM ~ 0.4 GeV/cm3 and ma= 10µeV

• lde Broglie ~ 12 cm

• na ~ 4x1013 cm-3 

• f ~ 1021 cm-2 s-1 
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From QCD axions to ALPs

• QCD axions: ma fa ~ mpfp with fp ~ 93 MeV
(pion decay constant)

• ma fa can be larger or smaller for ALPs and the
space of parameters gets much larger

• These are «possible» weak interacting
particles with features similar to the QCD
axions
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Axion-photon conversion 
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gaggincoming axion outgoing photon

Static external B field

Pa →g ∝ 𝑔9::. 𝐵. 𝐿.



Axioelectric effect

• This effect can be studied as a by-product in 
WIMPs DM detectors with low threshold
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a e

e, Ze e, Ze

gae < 10-12 for 1-40 keV
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ma ∝ gagg ∝ 1/fa

Wa ∝ fa
7/6



Looking for axion decay in space

• Idea: a → 2g with Eg = ma / 2 from any halo 
including our own

• Coupling very very small implies decay time >> 
universe age
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Solar axions

Axions are produced in the 
keV plasma inside the Sun
Primakoff effect: 
g + Ze → Ze + a 

These axions can be 
detected on Earth
by axion-photon conversion

58 CHAPTER 4. THE SOLAR AXION

γ∗

γ a γ

γ∗

a

e, Zee, Ze "B

Figure 4.1: Left: Feynman diagram of the Primakoff effect in the Sun. A photon is converted into an axion in the
electric field, which originates from the charged particles in the plasma. Right: In a laboratory magnetic field, the axion
can couple to a virtual photon provided by the transverse magnetic field resulting in a real photon. This is the so-called
inverse Primakoff effect.

where the axion and photon energies are taken to be equal and the momentum transfer is given by
!q = !pγ − !pa. The cut-off of the long-range Coulomb potential in vacuum for massive axions is
given by the minimum required momentum transfer

qmin =
m2

a

2Ea
, (4.3)

forma # Ea, yielding a total cross section of

σγ→a = Z2g2
aγ

[

1

2
ln

(

2Ea

ma

)

−
1

4

]

. (4.4)

The cut-off of the long-range coulomb potential in a plasma is due to screening effects resulting in
an additional factor of the differential cross section such that

dσγ→a

dΩ
=

g2
aγZ2α

8π

|!pγ × !pa|2

!q 4

!q 2

κ2 + !q 2
. (4.5)

Here, the screening effects are described by the Debye-Hückel scale given by [105]

κ2 =
4πα

T"

∑

j

Z2
j nj, (4.6)

where T" denotes the temperature in the plasma (solar core), α is the fine-structure constant and
nj represents the number density of charged particles carrying the charge Zje. Near the center of
the Sun, the Debye-Hückel scale κ is roughly 9 keV and the ratio (κ/T ) ≈ 7 is approximately
constant throughout the Sun. Raffelt [66, 105] calculated the total scattering cross section taking
into account this modification. Assuming a non-relativistic medium and neglecting recoil effects,
he derived an expression for the transition rate Γγ→a by summing over all target species of the
medium

Γγ→a =
T"κ2g2

aγ

32π2

|!pγ |
Eγ

∫

dΩ
|!pγ × !pa|2

!q 2 (!q 2 + κ2)
. (4.7)
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CAST
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sun

Conversion produces X-ray
which need to be detected

pac = 𝐸29 −𝑚2
9𝑐n ≈ 𝐸2 1 − ;"

%H(

9s"%

𝑞 = 𝑝t − 𝑝2 =
𝑚t
9 −𝑚2

9

2𝐸2
𝐸t ≈ 𝐸2



CAST

• Solar axion:

– 𝜙9~4×10**
;./

*)012 <=>01
𝑐𝑚6.𝑠6*

– 𝐸9 = 4.2 𝑘𝑒𝑉
– Energy losses limits 𝑔9: < 5×106*) 𝐺𝑒𝑉6*

• Transition probability

– 𝑃9→: =
;./ @ $

.

.
sin A$

.

.
/ ⁄A$

.
.
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CAST with magnet under vacuum
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Transition probability > 0
if qL/2 < p

In vacuum mg = 0 and 

𝑚2 <
no s"
M

~ 0.03 eV 

with L = 10 m  

How one can probe larger masses ?



Filling the magnet with gas in CAST

• Use 4He
• Photons have an effective mass

– 𝑚:
. = 4𝜋 B3

>
𝑟=

– B3
>
= .B4

C
D
4

– 𝑚: = 0.01997 D
!E9F

G
4

≈ 0.25 𝑒𝑉 for p = 
5.5 mbar and T = 1.8 K

• Sensitivity to axion for ma ~ mg so that q ~ 0  
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• 𝑞 = !G
! "!H

!

# $H
< #%

&
depends on pressure and 

on Ea , ma fixing T = 1.8 K and L ~ 10 m

• 𝑚'
# − (%$H

&
< 𝑚) < 𝑚'

# + (%$H
&

• with pmax ~ 16 mbar, ma < 0.43 eV
• with 3He goes up to 1.2 eV
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Figure 4.10: Absorption Γ in helium including all effects for various pressure settings at T = 1.8 K. Calculations have
been done using the NIST database [112].

its saturation vapor pressure at 16.405 mbar (about 0.43 eV in axion mass). Depending on the used
gas, the length of the magnetic field region and the operating temperature, other experiments might
be able to access slightly different mass ranges.

4.3 Expected Number of Photons

The expected number of photons Nγ from axion-to-photon conversion in a magnetic field can be
calculated depending on the axion mass and the pressure of the buffer gas by

Nγ =

∫

E

dΦ(Ea)

dEa
Pa→γ(Ea) ε(Ea) ∆t A dEa, (4.51)

where A and ε(Ea) are the detector area and efficiency, respectively, and ∆t is the exposure time.
An example for the number of expected photons from conversion of axions in vacuum and at an
exemplary pressure p of the helium at 1.8 K in the magnetic field region is shown in Fig. 4.11 for
the experimental conditions of the CAST experiment to give an idea of the general principle. Here,
an exposure time of 90 min has been considered not taking into account any detector efficiency (ε =
1). The sensitive area has been assumed to be of the size of the CAST magnet bore (14.522 cm2).
A more detailed study of the expected number of photons in the case of the CAST experiment can
be found in Chapter 8.
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A = 14.522 cm2 magnet bore

• 9.26 m prototype LHC magnet with Bmax = 9 T
• System to perform alignement to the Sun during sunrise and sunset

2 weeks in Spring and Fall
• X-ray detector
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Figure 4.11: Expected number of photons from axion-to-photon-conversion in a magnetic field of B = 8.8 T with
a length of L = 9.26 m. The exposure time is 90 min. Detector efficencies have not been taken into account and as
sensitive area the size of a CAST magnet bore (14.52 cm2) has been assumed. The pressure is given at 1.8 K.



IAXO

• Next generation helioscope 
• L = 25 m
• 2.5 T in 8 bores
• Use MM X-ray detectors 

with ~ 10-7 cts/keV/cm2/s 
background level

• Expected to improve CAST 
S-to-N of 104
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Axion haloscope
• Proposed by P. Sikivie in 

1983
• Tunable high-Q 

microwave cavity
• Axion couples with 

cavity producing a 
photon with f = E/h

• 10 µeV => 2.4 GHz
• E.m. power is extracted 

by an antenna

26

Figure 2.12: A diagram of the axion haloscope. PC: Scientific American.

is resonantly enhanced. Electromagnetic power from the cavity is then extracted by inserting

an antenna into the cavity. A axion signal would be a peak above the noise in the cavity

power spectrum. Because the axion mass is not known a priori, the resonant cavity must be

tunable in order to search across a broad range of plausible axion masses.

The power expected from an axion signal is

Paxion = 2.2⇥ 10�23 W

✓
V

136 L

◆✓
B

7.6 T

◆2 ✓ C

0.4

◆⇣ g�
0.36

⌘2

⇥
⇣ ⇢a
0.45 GeV cm�3

⌘✓
f

740 MHz

◆✓
Q

30, 000

◆ (2.13)

where ga�� is the axion-to-photon coupling, ⇢a is the local dark-matter density, ma is the mass

of the axion, Bext is the external magnetic field, V is the cavity volume, f is the frequency

of the photon, Clmn is the form factor of the cavity (discussed below), Q is the quality factor

of the cavity and f is the frequency of the axion signal. The form factor Clmn parameterizes

the overlap between the external magnetic field and the electric-field mode structure of the

cavity, and is defined by
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𝑃 ≈ 10H##𝑊
𝑉
10 𝐿

𝐵
6 𝑇

# 𝑚I

10 𝜇𝑒𝑉

ADMX: 
B = 7.6 T
V = 140 L  --> 136 with tuning rods
P ~ 10-21 W for 10 µeV



ADMX

34

Figure 3.1: Cut-away sketch of the ADMX cryostat and experimental insert. The insert is
lowered into the bore of a superconducting solenoid magnet and the cavity is tuned with two
axial tuning rods. Some microwave power from the cavity is extracted by an antenna and
amplified by a Josephson parametric amplifier (JPA), which is located in a field-free region.

• 𝑃 ∝ 𝑔"##$ %!
&!

𝐵$ 𝑄
• 𝑃 = 7.7×

10'$(𝑊 )
*(+ ,

-
..0 1

$ 2
3.4

%!
3.40 56)/8&"

9#
3.(+

$
×

:!
* 5;<

=
>×*3$

• 𝑄 = J
∆J

• Ea ~ ma (1 + O(b2)) with b~10-3

• Dfa / fa ~ 10-6 and Dfc / fc ~ 10-4

• Signal-to-Noise Ratio = 𝑷
𝒌 𝑻𝒔 /𝝐

𝜟𝒕
𝜟𝒇

– E transmission efficiency between the 
cavity and the Josephson parametric 
amplifier (JPA)

– kTs = ℎ𝜈 U
V@A/BC

+ U
#
+ 𝑘𝑇W

• Scanning f over a wide range
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Light shining through wall
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Power
laser

Detector
g ga a

BB

𝑃 𝛾 → 𝑎 → 𝛾 = 𝑃 𝛾 → 𝑎 𝑃 𝑎 → 𝛾 ∝
𝑔2t𝐵
𝑚2

n



Axion Parameter Space

Rybka - Fermilab Topic of the Week - March 2016 7





ABRACADABRA

• Axion flux induces a current in 
a magnet 
– 𝐼 ∝
𝑔9:: 𝐵) 𝜌9 cos 𝑚9𝑡

• This currect induces a not-
static magnetic field which 
can be detected

• Aiming to probe ma < 10µeV
• Prototype stage
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Pick-up loop
Induced B
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The end. Thank you
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